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Iron Arsenic Based Superconductors:  

Three months with reduced sleep….(and counting).



RFeAs(O1-xFx) Tc up to 55 K

RFeAsO1-x Tc up to ~50 K

Hard to make, is this oxide physics, intermetallic physics, both, neither…?????

What is role of O / F?

What is the nature of the superconductivity, what is the symmetry of the gap?

Fe-As based superconductors part I

The end of the tyranny of copper







TC can be tuned with 
pressure…A LOT!!



An other way to change the volume of a RXY compound’s 
unit cell is to change R….Use the lanthanide contraction.



NdFeAs(O0.9F0.1)

High pressure synthesis

TC ~ 51-53 K

NOT single phased

Can find and isolate ~400 
µm on a side plates/ grains



Using single grains we can perform ARPES and find Fermi 
surface and compare with band structure calculations….



Using single grains we can perform ARPES and find the 
superconducting gap and study its (lack of) anisotropy







Final comments on current state of RFeAsO samples and data.

Exact knowledge of how much F goes in or how much O is missing are 
qualitative at best.

All polycrystalline samples are mixed phase to some extent (in many cases to a 
very large extent).

Grow of the RFeAsO compounds is very complicated and controlling O or F 
exacerbates this problem.

Largest single crystals / single grains are on the order of 200-400 µm.

A lot of work needs to be done to get samples “under control”.

There may be an intrinsic O-deficiency in these materials.



(AE1-xAx)Fe2As2   TC ~ 40 K

AE = Ba, Sr, Ca     A = K, Na, Li

Much easier to make (there are not oxides but true intermetallics)

What is role of A doping?

What is the nature of the superconductivity, what is the symmetry of the gap?

Fe-As based superconductors part II

Not even oxide physics!!!!





In both of these structures there is a square planar 
sheet of Fe that is capped top and bottom with As.  The 
A or RO layers separate these FeAs units.



Within two days of reading Rotter’s discovery we had 
grown large single crystals.   Now single crystal work can really 
begin.



BaFe2As2 has ~1% Sn substituted 
for As.  Phase transition at ~ 80 K



Clear tet –ortho transition and 
probably may be first order



When K is substituted for Ba we 
get TC of 30 K for ~40% K.

NOTE:  from elemental analysis 
K values vary from plane to 
plane  40 +- 7 %











Both BaFe2As2 and SrFe2As2 were both know members of this 
structure….We decided to see if a new member could be found (and explored)

Both Ba and Sr members, when substituted with K suppressed the high temp, 
structural (magnetic) phase transition and became superconductors….













CaFe2As2 appears to be similar to SrFe2As2 and BaFe2As2.

It is much softer

It has a smaller lattice parameter (Ca is smaller than Sr or Ba)

Pressure was useful in enhancing TC in LaFeAs(O/F)

It would be wonderful to have a pure compound that could manifest all of the 
salient features of this system.

Observations and wishes about CaFe2As2



Pure 
compound

No doping

No disorder



Both of these high 
temperature 
transitions are first 
order in nature (as 
assessed via hysterisis
in transport data).

CaFe2As2
under 
pressure



For low and high 
pressures there is no 
detectable 
superconductivity

For pressures centered 
about 5 kbar there are 
sharp SC transitions

There is a dramatic 
reduction of residual 
resistivity, r(15K), as 
pressure passes through 
the 5 kbar region.





Reasonable Hc2 curves 
for SC region.



BaFe2As2 far less 
pressure dependent.





The phase diagrams that have 
been mapped out for F-doped La 
and Sm RFeAs(O/F) bear a 
remarkable resemblance to what 
we have found in pure CaFe2As2
under accessible pressures.



Common features and hints from the data so far

Three classes of FeAs compounds with square planar Fe capped top and 
bottom with As and with Fe2+ via gross / formal counting.

In cases of RFeAsO and AFe2As2 a combined structural (and magnetic) phase 
transition needs to be suppressed for SC to emerge.  This transition seems to 
disappear suddenly.

Single crystals of the AFe2As2 compounds are VERY soft.  The CaFe2As2 can be 
rolled into a spiral with fine tweezers.  Not at all hard.

All of the salient features associated with these compounds can be found in 
pure CaFe2As2 under pressure.  This may allow for a clean sorting out of what
is going on.

More FeAs compounds are being found and more ways of “doping” them are 
being developed.

Hopefully this can be generalized to other transition 
metals and other semi-metals as well.



Compounds with these elements have been avoided due to the 
difficulty in making them.  These are precisely the compounds that 
will show properties that bridge between oxide and intermetallic
physics.



Much More to Come


